
Five boys are playing an RPG game. Find out which player is playing as an Elf.
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Wearing: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Aferidon, Hedrilin, Jerieviel, Raolind, Terakoth

Race: dwarf, elf, gnome, hal�ing, human

Weapon: axe, bow, hammer, spear, sword

Monster: aberration, beast, dragon, fey, humanoid

Level: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

⇒ Jerieviel is next to the player using a Hammer.

⇒ The Human has the lowest level.

⇒ The character using a Sword is exactly to the right of

the level 14 character.

⇒ The level 12 player is at one of the ends.

⇒ The character wearing Red is somewhere to the left of

the one �ghting a Dragon.

⇒ The character �ghting a Beast is exactly to the left of the

character that has a Hammer.

⇒ The Gnome is at one of the ends.

⇒ The player that is at level 8 is exactly to the right of

Raolind.

⇒ Aferidon is wearing Green.

⇒ The player �ghting with a Sword is somewhere to the

right of the one wearing Blue.

⇒ At the �fth position is the character using a Bow.

⇒ The one �ghting a Fey is exactly to the left of Aferidon.

⇒ The character that is at level 10 is at one of the ends.

⇒ The Human has a Hammer as a weapon.

⇒ The player wearing Green is somewhere to the left of

the player �ghting an Aberration.

⇒ The Dwarf is at the �rst position.

⇒ The Hal�ing is next to the level 10 character.

⇒ Terakoth is at the fourth position.

⇒ At one of the ends is the player �ghting with a Spear.

⇒ The character wearing Black is exactly to the left of the

player �ghting a Fey.
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